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“Creating beautiful interiors that reflect a client’s personality brings me joy and fulfillment. 

When a designer, client, builder, and architect work together as a team the results are amazing. 

“Every aspect of interior design – from major remodeling, furnishing a room, the 

construction of a new home, to selecting and placing art – can be a satisfying experience for 

everyone.  I approach interior design with the focus and enthusiasm of an artist.  My own art 

background has given me an eye for color, style, and inspiration.” 

Carolyn’s unusually strong art background sets her apart in the interior design 

profession.  Her knowledge of  color theory and her ability to communicate solid 

design principles bring dramatic results.  Clients remark that they can tell Carolyn was

once a teacher of  painting, drawing and the history of  architecture because she helps

them understand what needs to be done and why it needs to be done.  Along with the

design of  furnishings, she excels in space planning, lighting design and architectural

detailing.  She believes that excellence of  design flows from the architecture and is not

added as an afterthought.  Carolyn’s desire is to create spaces of  harmony and comfort

for her clients. 

Carolyn graduated from Asbury College with a degree in Art Education.  She 

continued her education by studying interior design at the Columbus College of  Art

and Design, and by studying art and architecture in England and Italy. Carolyn has 

over thirty years of  design related experience, is a Professional Member of  the 

American Society of  Interior Design (ASID) and is certified by the National Council

for Interior Design Qualification (NCIDQ). 
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